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We study the nature of nonequilibrium effects in the collective diffusion coefficient DC(u) vs the
coverage u as extracted from Boltzmann–Matano analysis of spreading coverage profiles. We focus
on the temporal behavior of the profiles and study how the corresponding nonequilibrium effects in
DC(u) depend on the initial density gradient and the initial state from which the spreading starts. To
this end, we carry out extensive Monte Carlo simulations for a lattice-gas model of the O/W~110!
system. Studies of submonolayer spreading from an initially ordered p(231) phase at u5 12 reveal
that the spreading and diffusion rates in directions parallel and perpendicular to rows of oxygen
atoms are significantly different within the ordered phase. Aside from this effect, we find that the
degree of ordering in the initial phase has a relatively small impact on the overall behavior of
DC(u). Also, although we find that nonequilibrium effects are clearly present in submonolayer
spreading profiles, DC(u) determined from such data approaches its asymptotic equilibrium
behavior much more rapidly than in the case of full spreading. Nevertheless, in both cases there are
noticeable deviations from equilibrium results that persist even at very long times and are strongest
in ordered phases and in the vicinity of phase boundaries. These conclusions are confirmed by
complementary studies of the temporal behavior of the order parameter f~u!. Finally, we use DC(u)
and f~u! to determine the locations of phase boundaries and find such data to be clearly time
dependent during full spreading. We conclude that nonequilibrium effects seem to be an inherent
feature in profile evolution studies of surface diffusion in all cases where ordering plays a prominent
role. This warrants particular care to be taken with profile spreading experiments. © 2001
American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1355765#
I. INTRODUCTION
The transport of adatoms and molecules on surfaces
plays a major role in various physical processes such as the
formation of nanostructures via self-assembly or cluster
deposition, chemical reactions, and spreading of thin
films.1–3 The fundamental as well as technological interest
for understanding the basic principles that govern surface
diffusion is therefore evident. This has motivated a lot of
experimental and theoretical activities1–8 which have yielded
intriguing insight in the diffusion characteristics in many sur-
face adsorbate systems. This includes studies of the micro-
scopic mechanisms by which adparticles and clusters move
along the surface, and how the diffusion rates are influenced
by interaction effects between adparticles. However, one of
the long-standing problems in experimental studies of sur-
face diffusion regards a variety of experimental techniques,
whose results even for the same surface systems may
strongly depend on the technique used.2,6 This is relatively
easy to understand in cases where one compares methods
which probe the diffusion process strictly in equilibrium with
other techniques that operate under far-from-equilibrium
conditions. Various experimental and theoretical studies
have shown5,6,9–14 that such nonequilibrium measurements
may yield results that are distinctly different from the equi-
librium ones.
An intriguing situation arises when there are only slight
deviations from equilibrium, in the sense that one might ex-
pect the assumption of local equilibrium to be satisfied, and
the linear response theory leading to the diffusion equation to
be valid. This is typically the case in profile evolution mea-
surements of surface diffusion,4,15–21 where the equilibrium
theory is often used to analyze the measurements. In situa-
tions where there are no ordered phases present, recent care-
ful studies have shown21,22 that very good agreement with
the equilibrium results can be obtained when spreading oc-
curs in the submonolayer regime without ordering effects.a!Electronic mail: ilpo.vattulainen@csc.fi
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However, in the case of strong interactions leading to or-
dered phases, experiments clearly indicate18,20 that the diffu-
sion behavior can be affected by nonequilibrium effects,
leading to diffusion coefficients that depend on the time scale
during which the spreading data are collected.
A case in point is the well-established Boltzmann–
Matano ~BM! method,6,23,24 which is commonly used4,14–22,25
to extract the collective diffusion coefficient DC(u) as a
function of coverage u from scaled coverage ~density! pro-
files. We have recently shown26 through Monte Carlo simu-
lations of a lattice-gas model of O/W~110! that nonequilib-
rium effects can play a noticeable role under conditions
where there are several ordered phases present at different
coverages. In Ref. 26, we focused on the temporal behavior
of DC(u) as the system approaches equilibrium starting from
a step function density profile at a full initial coverage of
u51. We demonstrated that the effective DC(u) and the cor-
responding diffusion barriers obtained in this fashion depend
strongly on the time regime chosen for analysis of the den-
sity profiles, and may deviate significantly from results ob-
tained from equilibrium simulations especially within or-
dered phases and close to phase transition boundaries. This is
essentially due to the interplay between spreading and phase-
ordering kinetics, and is manifested in the particle number
fluctuations that differ significantly from their equilibrium
value.26
In the present work, we consider the influence of non-
equilibrium effects in partial spreading experiments where
the initial coverage is less than unity. In particular, we con-
sider the temporal behavior of the effective collective diffu-
sion coefficient DC(u) within and below the ideal p(231)
phase in the lattice-gas model of O/W~110!. In this case, we
apply the Boltzmann–Matano analysis to profiles extracted
from initially steplike coverage profiles at a fixed coverage
of u5 12, where the degree of ordering within the initial phase
is varied to consider its influence on DC(u). The results are
then compared with the full spreading case where the initial
coverage u51.26 We find that while nonequilibrium effects
are still clearly present, DC(u) as determined from the par-
tial spreading case approaches its asymptotic equilibrium be-
havior much more rapidly than in the case of full spreading.
We also find that the spreading and diffusion rates in direc-
tions parallel and perpendicular to rows of ogygen atoms are
significantly different within the ordered p(231) phase.
Aside from this effect, the degree of ordering in the initial
phase at u5 12 has a relatively small impact on the behavior of
DC(u). These conclusions are supported by the temporal
behavior of the order parameter f~u!, which is used to quan-
tify deviations from equilibrium during spreading. Finally,
we use DC(u) and f~u! to study the locations of phase
boundaries. We find that the phase boundaries, as determined
from these data, show clear time dependence in the case of
full spreading. At early times the effective locations of phase
boundaries deviate significantly from their equilibrium coun-
terparts, while at long times the deviation becomes negli-
gible. In submonolayer studies these effects are present but
considerably weaker. Based on our Boltzmann–Matano stud-
ies, we can conclude that nonequilibrium effects seem to be
an inherent feature in all spreading studies of surface diffu-
sion in ordered phases. Predicting the correct equilibrium
behavior of DC(u) therefore requires one to analyze the data
at very long times. This warrants particular care to be taken
when profile spreading experiments are being carried out.
II. MODEL AND METHOD
The lattice-gas Hamiltonian employed in this work is a
model of the O/W~110! adsorption system. The interaction
parameters have been chosen27,28 such that the resulting
phase diagram shown in Fig. 1 is in close agreement with the
experimental observations.29 In the present study we concen-
trate on the coverage dependence of DC at a temperature of
T5590 K to allow direct comparison to the equilibrium re-
sults for DC(u),27,28 and to results obtained from
Boltzmann–Matano analysis of full spreading.26 At T
5590 K, starting from the coverage u5 12 corresponding to
the ideal p(231) phase, the system undergoes a continuous
phase transition around u’0.37 to a disordered ~DO! phase
at low coverages.30 We wish to emphasize that the model has
been extensively studied, and a complete set of equilibrium
data for diffusion coefficients and other relevant quantities at
various temperatures can be found elsewhere.27,28
As is well known, a proper choice of the transition prob-
abilities within the Monte Carlo method is important to guar-
antee realistic description of surface diffusion.31–33 In par-
ticular, the thermally activated nature of surface diffusion
processes must be described in a physically sensible fashion.
In view of recent studies,31,33 where the behavior of surface
diffusion coefficients was found to be sensitive to the choice
of dynamics in Monte Carlo, this issue should clearly be
given more attention.
In our Monte Carlo simulations, we employ the transi-
tion dynamics algorithm26,27 where single-particle jumps are
described by transition probabilities wi , f from an initial state
i with energy Ei to a final state f with energy E f , and pro-
ceed by two successive steps via an intermediate ‘‘saddle
point’’ or transition state I with energy EI5D1(Ei1E f)/2
such that wi , f5wi ,IwI , f . The rates have a Metropolis form
wi , j5min@1,exp2(E j2Ei)/kBT# and the quantity D.0
characterizes the effect of the ~bare! saddle point of the adia-
batic substrate potential. Thus for D.0, the rates can be of
activated form also for jumps with Ei>E f . We note that a
FIG. 1. Phase diagram of the lattice-gas model of the O/W~110! system. DO
denotes the disordered phase, p(231) and p(232) denote the ordered
phases at intermediate coverages, and CXi(i51,2,3) are the various low-
temperature coexistence phases. Configuration snapshots of ideal ordered
phases are also shown, the occupied and vacant adsorption sites being de-
noted by filled and open circles, respectively.
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few other schemes, in which the idea of thermally activated
diffusion processes has also been accounted for, have been
suggested in Refs. 8 and 34. The use of TDA is furthermore
supported by recent molecular dynamics studies,31,32 where it
was found that TDA is qualitatively consistent with the dy-
namics seen in a true microscopic model of a system con-
sisting of interacting particles. The time is defined in terms
of one Monte Carlo step ~MCS!, during which every particle
attempts to jump once on the average. Further details and
additional references can be found in Ref. 27.
We consider the spreading of a coverage profile u(x ,t)
in a semi-infinite system, which ranges from 2‘ to 1‘ in
the x direction, and whose width Ly is typically 30 to 1000
lattice units in the y direction. The exact system size used is
mentioned below when necessary. Periodic boundary condi-
tions are employed in the y direction. The coverage profile is
initially an ideal step function at x50 @u(x ,0)5 12 for x,0
and u(x ,0)50 for x.0#, which evolves in time t in the 1x
direction. Note that the coordinate x also acts as the dividing
line x50, which accounts for particle number conservation
via *0
1/2 x(u8) du850.
To determine the collective diffusion coefficient DC(u),
we use the Boltzmann–Matano method6,23,24 as in Ref. 26,
where DC(u) can be determined from scaled density profiles
as
DC~u!52
1
2t S dxdu8D U
u
E
0
u
x~u8! du8. ~1!
Note that the Boltzmann–Matano method is based on the
assumption that, in the long-time limit, the coverage profiles
u(x ,t) collapse to a single scaling function when expressed
as u(x/At). If this condition is truly satisfied, DC(u) ob-
tained from Eq. ~1! corresponds to the actual diffusion coef-
ficient in equilibrium. Otherwise, the effective DC(u) in Eq.
~1! is a nonequilibrium quantity and depends on a time re-
gime chosen for an analysis.
In equilibrium at low temperatures, the initial coverage
u(x,0,0)5 12 is characterized by the ordered p(231) phase
that has two degenerate ground states. It is spatially aniso-
tropic and thus there are two possible directions for spread-
ing from a given ideally ordered phase. We adopt a notation
here according to which the directions perpendicular and par-
allel to the atomic rows of oxygen atoms are denoted by x’
and x i , respectively, as shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!. In Figs.
2~a!–2~d! we show the four different initial states from
which the spreading process is let to evolve in time:
~a! Ordered p(231) phase. The phase is first equilibrated
with periodic boundary conditions and then let to
spread in the x’ direction.
~b! Ordered p(132) phase. The phase is first equilibrated
with periodic boundary conditions, after which spread-
ing proceeds in the direction of x i .
~c! A mixture of equilibrated and ordered p(231) and
p(132) domains of equal size. At t50, the two
phases are separated by a sharp interface at y5Ly/2.
~d! Totally disordered initial state at u5 12. This case corre-
sponds to a situation in many experiments, where the
initial steplike profile is made by depositing particles to
a surface at a low temperature. The spreading process
is then initiated by sudden heating to a higher T.
The fact that there are two possible directions for spread-
ing also means that, within the ordered phase, the spreading
rate and hence DC(u) will be somewhat different in cases ~a!
and ~b!. For forthcoming comparisons with submonolayer
diffusion data, we therefore define the corresponding equi-
librium quantities
DC ,’~u!5DC~u!G’~u!/G~u!,
~2!
DC ,i~u!5DC~u!G i~u!/G~u!.
This description is based on the fact that, within the lattice-
gas model, DC is proportional to the average transition rate
G.27,28 Thus DC(u) in Eq. ~2! is the collective diffusion co-
efficient calculated in equilibrium, and G is the average tran-
sition rate of all possible single-particle jump attempts. G’
and G i correspond to average transition rates of jump at-
tempts in directions perpendicular and parallel to the rows of
oxygen atoms, respectively.35
III. RESULTS
A. Collective diffusion
In Figs. 3~a! and 4~a! we show the temporal behavior of
coverage profiles u(x ,t) at three different time regimes dur-
ing the profile evolution process. These results serve to dem-
onstrate how density gradients drive diffusion towards the
1x direction. Then in Figs. 3~b! and 4~b! we show the
scaled coverage profiles u(x/At) at three different time re-
gimes during the profile evolution process, taken at the same
instances of time as in Ref. 26 ~10 000 to 12 000 MCS,
50 000 to 60 000 MCS, and 250 000 to 300 000 MCS!. Slight
deviations between these different curves are apparent in the
insets of the figures. Figures 3~c! and 4~c! show the effective
collective diffusion coefficients as extracted from these data,
together with the corresponding equilibrium results. As can
be seen from the results, even at the earliest times around
10 000 MCS the effective DC(u) is relatively close to the
FIG. 2. A schematic figure on the initial coverage profiles we have used in
submonolayer spreading studies: ~a! fully ordered p(231) phase, ~b! fully
ordered p(132) phase, ~c! a mixture of the p(231) and p(132) domains
of equal size, and ~d! a fully disordered system. All initial coverage profiles
are for u5 12. In the case of ~a! and ~b!, we have also illustrated the directions
perpendicular (x’) and parallel (x i) to the rows of oxygen atoms.
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FIG. 3. ~a! Coverage profiles u(x’ ,t) at T5590 K at three different times
during the partial profile evolution process starting from the ideally ordered
p(231) phase. ~b! Scaled coverage profiles u(x’ /At) at T5590 K at three
different times during the partial profile evolution process starting from the
ideally ordered p(231) phase. In the data, several profiles from the time
regimes 10 000 to 12 000 MCS, 50 000 to 60 000 MCS, and 250 000 to
300 000 MCS have been collapsed to obtain the scaled curves. The inset
shows details of the profiles close to the phase boundary at u’0.37. ~c! The
effective diffusion coefficients DC ,’(u) as extracted from the profiles in ~a!.
The solid line shows the asymptotic equilibrium result.
FIG. 4. ~a! Coverage profiles u(x i ,t) at T5590 K at three different times
during the partial profile evolution process starting from the ideally ordered
p(132) phase. ~b! Scaled coverage profiles u(x i /At) at T5590 K at three
different times during the partial profile evolution process starting from the
ideally ordered p(132) phase. In the data, several profiles from the time
regimes 10 000 to 12 000 MCS, 50 000 to 60 000 MCS, and 250 000 to
300 000 MCS have been collapsed to obtain the scaled curves. The inset
shows details of the profiles close to the phase boundary at u’0.37. ~c! The
effective diffusion coefficients DC ,i(u) as extracted from the profiles in ~a!.
The solid line shows the asymptotic equilibrium result.
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equilibrium limit, with the deviations being largest close to
the ~equilibrium! phase boundary at u’0.37 and within the
ordered p(231) phase.
To compare directly with the full spreading data of Ref.
26, we show in Fig. 5 full and partial spreading data taken at
two different time intervals ~around 50 000 and 250 000
MCS!. Details of the data around the phase transition bound-
ary are furthermore shown in the inset of Fig. 5. Within the
DO phase for u<0.15, we find that there is essentially no
difference between the different methods. For larger cover-
ages the deviations between the two approaches increase and
become strongest around u’0.37. Comparison at this point
reveals that the partial and full spreading results for DC(u)
deviate by about 65% at t550 000 MCS and by about 43%
at t5250 000 MCS. Further comparison to the equilibrium
data reveals that in the case of partial spreading at t
5250 000 MCS, the deviation from true equilibrium behav-
ior is about 95%, which is considerably lower than the de-
viation by about 190% in the case of full spreading. Thus we
can conclude that partial spreading data approach the equi-
librium limit much more rapidly than the full spreading data.
Next, we consider the effect of the degree of ordering in
the initial u5 12 phase to the spreading profiles. To this end,
let us first reconsider the results in Figs. 3~c! and 4~c!. In the
ordered phase ~0.37<u<0.50!, we find that diffusion in the
x i direction is considerably faster than in the direction of x’
@see the snapshots in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!#. Thus the quantita-
tive behavior of DC(u) clearly depends on the initial state,
although both initial phases are actually equally ordered.
In experimental systems the initial phase is typically a
‘‘spatially averaged’’ adsorbate system consisting of various
ordered domains, or a disordered adsorbate layer after depo-
sition of adatoms at a low temperature. For these cases, we
consider two structures where the initial overlayer consists of
two equal-size domains of the p(231) and p(132) phases,
or where it is completely disordered ~corresponding to an
infinite temperature in the lattice-gas model!. These situa-
tions are demonstrated in Figs. 2~c! and 2~d!, respectively.
The corresponding diffusion coefficients are shown in Fig. 6
around 50 000 MCS. Perhaps surprisingly, we find that the
behavior of the two submonolayer cases is very similar. Es-
sentially there are no deviations in the disordered phase up to
u50.25, and even for larger coverages the differences are
relatively minor.
The present findings allow us to suggest three major
conclusions concerning submonolayer spreading experi-
ments. First, if the initial state is ordered and has various
degenerate ground states, then diffusion ~spreading! rates
along the possible directions may vary considerably. Second,
regardless of the degree of ordering in the initial state, it
takes only a relatively short time for the system to find a
‘‘near-equilibrium’’ state in which DC(u) behaves qualita-
tively as in equilibrium. Despite this, quantitative deviations
from equilibrium behavior remain rather pronounced in or-
dered phases and close to phase boundaries. Reaching the
true long-time behavior, in which the linear response theory
is valid and Eq. ~1! yields the true equilibrium result, there-
fore takes a very long time in environments where ordering
plays a significant role. Nevertheless, the main conclusion is
that deviations from equilibrium behavior are much weaker
in submonolayer spreading when compared with full spread-
ing studies, and therefore submonolayer experiments yield
more reliable results.
B. Time evolution of order parameter
Previously, we have seen how nonequilibrium effects are
manifested in the collective diffusion coefficient during the
profile evolution process. To quantify the deviation from
equilibrium during this process, we have additionally consid-
ered the time evolution of ordering within the p(231) phase
in terms of the quantities
FIG. 5. Coverage dependence of the spatially averaged effective diffusion
coefficient DC(u) as extracted from partial and total spreading studies at
two different time scales at T5590 K. Upper and lower curves are for time
scales of t550 000 and 250 000 MC steps, respectively. For the purpose of
comparison, equilibrium data are also shown ~Ref. 28!. The regime around
u50.37 is shown in more detail in the inset ~as a semilog representation!.
FIG. 6. Coverage dependence of the spatially averaged collective diffusion
coefficient DC(u) as extracted from partial spreading using the two different
initial states in Figs. 2~c! and 2~d!. The temperature regime considered is
T5590 K. Equilibrium data ~Ref. 28! is shown with a solid line. The regime
around u50.37 is shown in more detail in the inset ~as a semilog represen-
tation!.
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f231~ t ![
2
L2 (i , j51
L
ni , j~ t !~21 ! i,
~3!
f132~ t ![
2
L2 (i , j51
L
ni , j~ t !~21 ! j,
which define the order parameter components of the degen-
erate p(231) and p(132) phases in a square system of size
L3L , where ni , j(t)50,1 is the occupation variable of the
lattice site at (i , j) at time t. Since the two phases are ener-
getically equivalent in the present system, we define the total
order parameter as
f~ t ![Af2312 ~ t !1f1322 ~ t ! ~4!
to quantify approach towards equilibrium. Equation ~4! can
also be used to determine the order parameter in equilibrium.
In the profile spreading simulations, the time-dependent or-
der parameter f(t) has been averaged over successive strips
of size 23Ly to determine its coverage dependence.
Results shown in Fig. 7~a! are in full agreement with
previous studies of DC(u). We find that in submonolayer
spreading, the order parameter f(t) approaches its equilib-
rium counterpart at long times, the deviation being largest
close to u’0.3. Therefore it is obvious that none of the cov-
erage profiles in Figs. 3 and 4 are in the linear response
regime of local equilibrium. The ordering process drives the
system towards equilibrium and leads to the temporal depen-
dence of DC(u) shown in Figs. 3~c! and 4~c!.
In the case of full spreading, we again find that f(t)
approaches the equilibrium behavior at long times as shown
in Fig. 7~b!. In this case, deviations from equilibrium behav-
ior are considerably stronger than in submonolayer spread-
ing, being especially large within the ordered phases at in-
termediate coverages 0.20<u<0.80. This is consistent with
the fact that DC(u) in Fig. 5 for monolayer spreading devi-
ates much more from the equilibrium diffusion data than
DC(u) in the case of submonolayer spreading.
Let us now briefly discuss the temporal behavior of f(t)
in the context of ordering kinetics, a topic which has re-
ceived plenty of attention in recent years.36 A typical ex-
ample of an ordering experiment is a sudden temperature
quench from a completely disordered adlayer to conditions
that are characterized by an ordered equilibrium phase. Then,
the system goes through an ordering process where the ~av-
erage! characteristic domain size R¯ (t) increases in time t as
R¯ (t);tx, and the idea is then to determine the exponent x
which depends on certain conservation laws. We have found
above ~see Fig. 7! that the order parameter increases in time,
as expected for a system that tends towards equilibrium at
long times. This is in agreement with theoretical predictions
and experimental observations that R¯ (t) ~that is proportional
to the order parameter! increases in time during a nonequi-
librium ordering process. However, we feel that our results
are not sufficient to make a quantitative prediction for x. This
is due to time averaging in obtaining the order parameter
profiles, which was necessary to get reasonable statistics
from the spreading data.
Finally, we note that additional studies for the total en-
ergy of the system E(u ,t) are in full agreement with f(t).
We find that E(u ,t) approaches the asymptotic equilibrium
behavior in the course of time, although deviations during
the time scales considered are still rather significant.
C. Phase boundaries
We next discuss one aspect that is of general interest in
studies of adsorption systems, namely the locations of phase
boundaries between different phases. In the case of
Boltzmann–Matano experiments, they can be determined
from the minima of DC(u) provided that thermodynamic
particle number fluctuations dominate the behavior of collec-
tive diffusion. To be more precise, the collective diffusion
coefficient can be defined via the Green–Kubo equation37
DC~u!5
1
kBTukT
Dcm , ~5!
where Dcm is the dynamic factor that describes the motion of
the center-of-mass of the system.28,37 Our main interest in
Eq. ~5! concerns the compressibility kT , which is related to
FIG. 7. Coverage dependence of the order parameter f(t) at T5590 K at
three different time scales during profile spreading simulations. ~a! Results
for submonolayer spreading along the x i direction. ~b! Results for spreading
of a full monolayer. In both cases, equilibrium results have been given for
comparison. Here, the spreading simulations have been made with Ly
5200, while equilibrium data corresponds to a system of size 60360.
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particle number fluctuations in a probe area, and which is
expected to have a maximum at a ~second-order! phase tran-
sition boundary. Thus, if the behavior of DC is dominated by
particle number fluctuations, then the minima of DC provide
information of phase boundaries.38 In previous studies, we
have shown that this situation is indeed realized in the
present model system at T5590 K.28
Using this approach, results in Figs. 3~c! and 4~c! reveal
that if one analyzes the Boltzmann–Matano data for full
spreading at too early times, then the estimated locations of
phase boundaries can deviate significantly from the actual
equilibrium values. In the case of partial spreading, however,
the effective phase boundaries are surprisingly close to their
equilibrium limits. To confirm these conclusions, we also
analyzed the time-dependent phase boundaries by consider-
ing the response of the order parameter, namely the quantity
C~ t ,T ,u![US ]f~ t ,T ,u!]u D TU , ~6!
whose maxima characterize the locations of phase bound-
aries.
In the case of partial spreading, results in Fig. 8~a! show
that the shape of C(t ,T ,u) as well as its maxima depend
very slightly on the time scale under consideration. The non-
equilibrium effects are not really significant, since the effec-
tive locations of phase boundaries are approximately correct
even though they have been determined from nonequilibrium
spreading profiles. The situation is very different in full
spreading, where we also analyzed the coverage regime
0<u< 12. In this case, results in Fig. 8~b! indicate that the
maxima of C(t ,T ,u) depend strongly on the time regime
considered. The maxima are now around u’0.30 at t
510 000 MCS, around u’0.32 at t550 000 MCS, and
around u’0.36 at t5250 000 MCS, thus approaching the
equilibrium value u’0.37 at long times.
We conclude that the Boltzmann–Matano approach can
provide biased information of the locations of phase bound-
aries if one analyzes data at too early times. This is particu-
larly true in full spreading, where the coverage profile goes
through various ordered phases whose ordering processes are
interfered by the ongoing mass flow. Only at long times,
when the local density gradients become small and local
equilibrium is established, the effective phase boundaries
converge to their equilibrium limits. Evidently, since in sub-
monolayer spreading there is only one ~dis!ordering process
that involves a smaller density gradient than in spreading of
a full monolayer, the equilibration time is significantly short-
ened. Nevertheless, these observations, again, warrant par-
ticular care to be taken when profile spreading experiments
are being carried out.
IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The profile evolution technique has been shown over the
last 30 years to be an important experimental method for the
study of surface diffusion. Together with the Boltzmann–
Matano analysis, it enables one to determine the coverage
dependence of the collective diffusion coefficient DC(u)
over the whole coverage range even from a single experi-
ment. This property is a great advantage in experimental
work and has attracted plenty of activities in recent years.
However, the problem is that the Boltzmann–Matano analy-
sis can be applied to any profile to obtain DC(u), and the
equilibrium results are found only in the limit where scale
invariance holds true, namely at long times when coverage
profiles u(x ,t) collapse to a single scaling function when
expressed as u(x/At). Recent experimental measure-
ments18,20 for u(x/At) have indeed shown that the
asymptotic long-time region is very difficult to achieve, and
the observed deviations from scale invariance18,20 are a clear
evidence of the nonequilibrium character of profile evolu-
tion. The obvious question that then arises is how closely
related is the effective DC(u) to its equilibrium counterpart.
In the present work, we have addressed this question and
considered the influence of nonequilibrium effects in the col-
lective diffusion coefficient determined from coverage pro-
files during spreading. We have found that DC(u) is clearly
time dependent and approaches its equilibrium limit only at
very long times. The nonequilibrium effects are strongest
within ordered phases and close to phase boundaries, while
FIG. 8. Results for the response function C(t ,T ,u) at 0<u< 12. The results
correspond to order parameter profiles shown in Fig. 7, thus in ~a! we
consider submonolayer spreading, and in ~b! we show results for the spread-
ing of a full monolayer. In both cases, equilibrium results have been given
for comparison.
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in disordered phases their role is essentially negligible. These
effects are most easily faced in full spreading experiments, as
the coverage profile starts from u51 and goes through vari-
ous ordered phases, while in submonolayer experiments the
role of nonequilibrium is not as pronounced. This finding is
well characterized by the locations of phase boundaries that
strongly deviate from their equilibrium limits in the case of
full spreading, and also by the diffusion barriers that are
distinctly different from their equilibrium values.26
The present results highlight the important role of non-
equilibrium effects played in profile evolution experiments,
and in some other techniques such as laser-induced thermal
desorption, which are based on creating a large density gra-
dient and following the subsequent mass flow due to the
diffusion process. The role of nonequilibrium effects is par-
ticularly important within ordered phases and close to phase
boundaries, where deviations from equilibrium behavior are
most pronounced. However, we note that nonequilibrium ef-
fects are just one of the problems associated with interpreting
the diffusion data. Namely, profile evolution experiments are
usually made over macroscopic distances, which implies that
the effects due to impurities and surface defects cannot be
entirely eliminated. Work to address the significance of these
effects remains to be done.
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